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Identification of possible damaging mechanisms of the collector of the VVER
440 steam generator.

Distortion of the collectors' integrity causes breaking of the partition between the
primary and secondary circles. Radioactive medium from the primary circle then
leaks to the secondary circle and consequent rise of the radioactivity level may
result in the stoppage of the whole block. Experiences from the steam generators
operation indicate following cause of the distortion of the collectors' integrity:
- cracking of a collector namely in the threat apertures and breathing spaces
- corrosion damage of the protective coat in the region of the level
- cracking of breathing spaces in the place of blinding effected by corrosion and

strain
- leaking of disassembling joint of the primary collector lid.

Principle mechanisms which may cause distortion of the collectors integrity are
following:
- subcritical growth of cracks with simultaneous effect of water environment and
static and cyclic loading. These processes are determined as corrosion cracking.
- low-cycle fatigue

Cracking of primary collectors

Horizontal steam generators of the type PGV-213 have two vertical collectors
manufactured of the austenitic steel 08CH18NT10T. Long time operational
experiences indicate the existence of certain risks of primary collectors integrity
distortion. Accident with distortion of the primary collector integrity may be
decisive in the view of radiation effects. Due to this reason provisions were
adopted in order to identify possible mechanisms of the distortion of the primary
collector of the steam generator, which include assessment of the integrity of the
primary circle with consideration of the influence of production process,
suggested additional tests and suggested method of determination of corrosion,
mechanical and fatigue damage.
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Following operations are implemented in the frame of an experimental program:
- assessment of fracture characteristics of the steel 08CH18N10T and that of the
welding metal of the top joint at the temperature 275 C.
- assessment of the resistance of the steel 08CH18N10T and the weld joint in the
upper part of the collector to the low-cycle fatigue
- assessment of the fatigue cracks growth dynamics in the steel 08CH18N10T
- assessment of the steel 08CH18N10T resistance to the corrosion cracking
- assessment of the collectors breathing space resistance to instability damage
with consideration of water environment and following damage mechanisms:

+ corrosion cracking
+ influence of hydrogen
+ impression intecrystalline corrosion
+ corrosion fatigue

- stating of the databases of the primary collector strain fields including
determination of coefficients of the strain intensity in the region of breathing
spaces
- stating of the databases of strain fields in thread apertures
- determination of thermal and deformation ageing of the steel 08CH18N10T
caused by static and dynamic load at steam generators working temperatures.

Assessment of the type of cracks, referred as an assessment of a given structure
integrity, is based on the knowledge of the principle of subcritical growth of
cracks and an analysis of their residence against instable spreading according to
their size and place in the structure, level and type of loading during operation
and fracture characteristics of the material. Fracture characteristics of the material
and principles of the subcritical growth of cracks are determined according to the
laboratory tests of test bodies.

Experimental works which dealt with the cause of thread apertures damage
indicate that the cause is corrosion cracking characterised by a transcrystalline
distortion. The initiations of corrosion cracks occurred on the surface of the
aperture or on the aperture run-out, in the places of the strain concentration.
The analysis of the strain condition of the thread aperture showed that occurrence
of additional bending loads caused by tightening with a torque wrench may result
in the critical places in exceeding the limit value of the strain intensity factor K
iscc. The test in an autoclave proved that the corrosion cracking is conditioned
by the presence of an oxidant. Increased concentrations of Cl and SO4 ions
which in general significantly supports corrosion cracking in steels, however do
not result in corrosion cracking in the model environment without the presence of
oxidants.
Distortion of thread apertures can be prevented by following provisions:
- decreasing of thread apertures loading level
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1. to reduce occurrence of additional bending loads during tightening by the used
of special tightening jig
2. Ni packing to be replaced by the packing made of expanded graphite, which
will allow to reduce tightening power
3. To change the structure of the collector lid to make it more tough
- to decrease strain concentration in the threat run-out by enlarging the threat
radius
- optimisation of the block water treatment plant
- rinsing threat apertures with water before fitting with shanks
- preventing Cu oxidant sedimentation in threat apertures
- preventing water access to the space of threat apertures.

Further works are aimed to the calculations of the treat aperture strain for the
working regimens in Mochovce nuclear power plant. Three dimensional model of
the thread aperture is being prepared. The solution will result in determination of
the strain fields in the region of the thread aperture and the values of the strain
intensity coefficient K i in the region of the crack. The work will be completed
with elaboration of persuading documentation of the influence of suggested
provisions to the live of thread apertures. The provision will be considered
successful if it will be proved that the strain intensity coefficient K ] in the
moment of the initiation of the defect is lower than the limit value K iscc for all
project regimens.

Corrosion damage of the protective coat of the primary collector circumferential
weld.

The coat forms a protective barrier of the circumferential weld of a primary
collector in the field of the level fluctuation. This is the place of increased
temperature load as well as increased corrosion load of this structural point
caused by the fluctuation of the secondary water level. The analysis of the causes
of damage of the protective coat, which protects the weld joint of primary
collectors in the flied of the level fluctuation, was elaborated. Even if the cause
of this damage of proactive coats in the steam generators in the countries of the
former eastern block cannot be unambiguously determined, long time operational
experiences from nuclear power plants in Dukovany and Jaslovske" Bohunice can
be considered sufficient prove of safety and reliability. Also the strength and life
calculations of this structural point certify designed service life of this point. And
so the producer considers the stated limits and conditions for inspection system
and range of operational inspections sufficient. Replacement of protective coats
with high-nickel contend weld-on layer applied in the steam generators of 2
through 4 blocks in Mochovce brings further prolongation of the service life of
this structural point.
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Cracking of breathing space in the region of Windings effected by corrosion and
strain

The region of tube Windings is a special part of the primary collector. In the
course of the steam generator operation the integrity of the partition between
primary and secondary circles may be distorted by a cracked heat exchanging
tube because of the leakage of the tube end in the collector. In such cases the
hole for the heat exchange tube must be blinded. After blinding the hole of the
leaking tube the collector may work on. But in adverse conditions the crack in the
breathing space between the blinding and a neighbouring hole may occur. The
breathing space with a blinding and that without blinding differ in toughness
and existence of rudimentary strains around the blinding which result from the
blinding process and a sealing weld of the blinding. Following works are focused
on the assessment of the collector integrity in the regions of Windings:

- calculation of the strain in the primary collector in the region of the blindings by
the method of final elements. Three dimensional calculation model. The
occurrence of the crack is expected in one of the breathing spaces with a blinding.
The crack is expected across the whole width of the breathing space and growing
from the internal to external surface of the collector.
Rudimentary strains caused by the blinding process are taken into consideration.
The growth of the crack counts with the corrosion environment of the medium.
Experimental unconventional characteristics of the steel are used.

- determination of the strain intensity coefficient in the region of blindings.
Rudimentary strains which occurred after the hole blinding may initiate cracks in
the region of blinding. The change of toughness in this region causes the change
of the strain which means the change of the value K 1( in comparison with K i
off the blinded area. Determination of the value K i counts with the influence of
the crack size.

- assessment of the corrosion cracking of the breathing space in the region of
blindings
For nominal operation values we determined the relation of the strain intensity
coefficient K i to the growth of the crack in the breathing space neighbouring
with the blinding. The value K i is compared with values K CJ and K iscc
determined in an experimental manner.

- experimental determination of material characteristics for the assessment of
local corrosion damage and its further growth.
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As during sealing the tubes and Windings to the collector body the part of the
material volume between the holes is exposed to the plastic deformation, the
influence of plastic deformation will be determined in an experimental way as
well as the influence of the water environment to the fracture characteristics of
the breathing space material characterised by the beginning of the stable growth.
The target of the investigation is to find out in what conditions is the beginning of
the stable growth influenced by the presence of water environment. For
determination of the breathing space material resistance to corrosion cracking the
method of gradual loading of the testing bodies with initial fatigue cracks was
used.

Leaking of disassembling joint of the primary collector lid

Disassembling joint of the primary collector lid is heavily loaded during the
operation. Damage of shanks and thread apertures in the neck of the primary
collector were reported in operating steam generators. Because of the cracks the
shanks had to be replaced much earlier than it was expected and the top parts of
the collectors were cut-off and replaced by new ones. These failures are caused
by a high level of strain and the influence of a corrosion strain. Namely the level
of bending strain in the shanks generated by torque during their tightening is very
high. In order to reduce the load of shanks and thread apertures a special
structural adaptations of the disassembling joint were suggested as well as
different manner of tightening of the shanks of this j oint. Strain analyses were
elaborated and experimental measuring of shanks loading during operation was
completed. Possibility of replacement of nickel sealing rings with those of
expanded graphite with the side power flow was verified. The target of all
suggested adaptations is the reduction of the shanks loading and increasing of the
sealing reliability. Based on analyses and experimental works that we had yet
completed following structural changes are recommended to improve the
reliability of this structural point:

- to increase thickness of the primary lid in the place of shanks to 140 mm and in
its central part to 170 mm and to remove stiffening ribs. To prolong shanks.
- to make a recess with fitting in the washer under the nut so that the washer can
follow the side shifts of the nut.
- all twenty shanks to be tightened in one time by a special tightening equipment
- to use the sealing of expanded graphite with a side power flow to existing
groves and to reduce tightening power at least by 20%.

Suggested way of the shanks tightening must be tested in an experimental way
and precisely adapted for selected type of hydraulic tightening devise. The
calculation of strength and service life of disassembling joint was elaborated for
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thicker lid, sealing of expanded graphite and hydraulic tightening of shanks. The
calculation proved fulfilment of standard criteria, and ensured sealing capacity of
this structural point in all regimens as well as positive influence of suggested
adaptation to the joint elements service life.

BO CI05 INTEGRITY OF HEAT EXCHANGING TUBES

Heat exchanging tubes allow heat transition from primary to the secondary water
and generation of steam in the steam generator. In some places in the steam
generator the external surface of tubes is exposed to corrosion damage. Corrosion
damages of heat exchanging tubes mean in most instances corrosion cracking or
impression corrosion and they result in the tube wall reduction and not leaking or
even leaking defects. In the view of operational safety and reliability the
operation of steam generators with defective tubes is conditioned by keeping
limits which prevent reaching critical size of defect and sudden leakage of tubes.
The limit conditions securing the integrity of heat exchanging tubes apply for two
aspects:
- limits for primary medium leakage and securing of permissible activity of the
secondary water
- limits for the size of tube wall defects and following tube blinding

As the heat exchanging tubes integrity significantly influences steam generators
service life and it becomes an important criterion for the assessment of a steam
generator safety and operational reliability the following analyses and
experiments allowing to asses and influence the integrity of the heat exchanging
tubes were completed.

1. Analysis of probability of heat exchanging tube defect, suggested calculation
models of defects in project regimens
2. Calculation of the heat exchanging tube with a defect, with consideration of big
deformations and elastic and plastic solution in selected regimens
3. Solution of the probability of heat exchanging tubes failure
4. Analysis and optimisation of the secondary circle chemical regimen
- assessment of the used chemical regimens of the secondary circle, evaluation of
findings concerning chemical influences to the used steel grades
- evaluation of chemical regimens and elaboration of new suggested rules for
chemical regimen of the secondary circle in the intentions of EPRI standards.
5. Stating of the characteristics of the slow growth of corrosion cracks and
fracture characteristics of heat exchanging tubes in different operational regimens.
The target is to describe the process of material degradation in the realistic
operational conditions.
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The basic condition for the operation of the steam generator is to ensure very low
probability of the leakage of radioactive medium, uncontrolled spreading of
defects and sudden opening of the tube. To ensure these conditions it is
necessary to evaluate correlation between heat exchanging tubes damage and
parameters of water regimens of the secondary circle. It is also important to
know the fracture characteristics and characteristics of the slow growth of
corrosion cracks in heat exchanging tubes in different corrosion regimens. The
target is to precise limits and conditions for safety operation of the steam
generator.
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